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Progress in science relies in part on generating hypotheses with existing observations and testing hypotheses with new observations. This distinction between postdiction and prediction is appreciated conceptually but is not respected in practice. Mistaking generation of postdictions with testing of predictions reduces the credibility of research findings. However, ordinary biases in human reasoning, such as hindsight bias, make it hard to avoid this mistake. An effective solution is to define the research questions and analysis plan before observing the research outcomes—a process called preregistration. Preregistration distinguishes analyses and outcomes that result from predictions from those that result from postdictions. A variety of practical strategies are available to make the best possible use of preregistration in circumstances that fall short of the ideal application, such as when the data are preregistered. Services are now available for preregistration across all disciplines, facilitating a rapid increase in the practice. Widespread adoption of preregistration will increase distinctiveness between hypothesis generation and hypothesis testing and will improve the credibility of research findings.
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Progress in science is marked by reducing uncertainty about nature. Scientists generate models that may explain prior observations and predict future observations. Those models are approximations and simplifications of reality. Models are iteratively improved and replaced by reducing the amount of prediction error. As prediction error decreases, certainty about what will occur in the future increases. This view of research progress is captured by George Box’s aphorism: “All models are wrong but some are useful” (1, 2).

Scientists improve models by generating hypotheses based on existing observations and testing those hypotheses by obtaining new observations. These distinct modes of research are discussed by philosophers and methodologists as hypothesis-generating versus hypothesis-testing, the context of discovery versus the context of justification, data-independent versus data-contingent analysis, and exploratory versus confirmatory research (e.g., refs. 3–6). We use the more general terms—postdiction and prediction—to capture this important distinction.

A common thread among epistemologies of science is that postdiction is characterized by the use of data to generate hypotheses about why something occurred, and prediction is characterized by the acquisition of data to test ideas about what will occur. In prediction, data are used to confront the possibility that the prediction is wrong. In postdiction, the data are already known and the postdiction is generated to explain why they occurred.

Testing predictions is vital for establishing diagnostic evidence for explanatory claims. Testing predictions assesses the uncertainty of scientific models by observing how well the predictions account for new data. Generating postdictions is vital for discovery of possibilities not yet considered. In many cases, researchers have very little basis to generate predictions, or evidence can reveal that initial expectations were wrong. Progress in science often proceeds via unexpected discovery—a study reveals an inexplicable pattern of results that sends the investigation on a new trajectory.

Why does the distinction between prediction and postdiction matter? Failing to appreciate the difference can lead to overconfidence in post hoc explanations (postdictions) and inflate the likelihood of believing that there is evidence for a finding when there is not. Presenting postdictions as predictions can increase the attractiveness and publishability of findings by falsely reducing uncertainty. Ultimately, this decreases reproducibility (6–11).

Mental Constraints on Distinguishing Predictions and Postdictions

It is common for researchers to alternate between postdiction and prediction. Ideas are generated, and observed data modify those ideas. Over time and iteration, researchers develop understanding of the phenomenon under study. That understanding might result in a model, hypothesis, or theory. The dynamism of the research enterprise and limits of human reasoning make it easy to mistake postdiction as prediction. The problem with this is understood as post hoc theorizing or hypothesizing after the results are known (12). It is an example of circular reasoning—generating a hypothesis based on observing data, and then evaluating the validity of the hypothesis based on the same data.

Hindsight bias, also known as the I-knew-it-all-along effect, is the tendency to see outcomes as more predictable after the fact compared with before they were observed (13, 14). With hindsight bias, the observer uses the data to generate an explanation, a postdiction, and simultaneously perceives that they would have anticipated that explanation in advance, a prediction. A common case is when the researcher’s prediction is vague so that many possible outcomes can be rationalized after the fact as supporting the prediction. For example, a biomedical researcher might predict that a treatment will improve health and postdictively identify the one of five health outcomes that showed a positive benefit as the one most relevant for testing the prediction. A political scientist might arrive at a model using a collection of covariates and exclusion criteria that can be rationalized after the fact but would not have been anticipated as relevant beforehand. A chemist may have random variation occurring across a number of results and nevertheless be able to construct a narrative post facto that imbues meaning in the randomness.

To an audience of historians (15), Amos Tversky provided a cogent explanation of the power of hindsight for considering evidence:

All too often, we find ourselves unable to predict what will happen; yet after the fact we explain what did happen with a great deal of confidence. This “ability” to explain that which we cannot predict, even in the absence of any additional information, represents an important, though subtle, flaw in our reasoning. It leads us to believe that there is a less uncertain world than there actually is....
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Mistaking postdiction as prediction underestimates the uncertainty of outcomes and can produce psychological overconfidence in the resulting findings.

The values of impartiality and objectivity are pervasive (16), particularly for scientists, but human reasoning is not reliably impartial or objective (17, 18). Scientists are motivated to advance knowledge; scientists are also motivated to obtain job security, awards, publications, and grants. In the present research culture, these rewards are more likely to be secured by obtaining certain kinds of research outcomes over others. Novel results are rewarded more than redundant or incremental additions to existing knowledge. Positive results—finding a relationship between variables or an effect of treatments on outcomes—are rewarded more than negative results—failing to find a relationship or effect; clean results that provide a strong narrative are rewarded more than outcomes that show uncertainty or exceptions to the favored narrative (9, 19–21). Novel, positive, clean results are better results both for reward and for launching science into new domains of inquiry. However, achieving novel, positive, clean results is a rare event. Progress in research is halting, messy, and uncertain. The incentives for such results combined with their infrequency create a potential conflict of interest for the researcher. If certain kinds of results are more rewarded than others, then researchers are motivated to obtain results that are more likely to be rewarded regardless of the accuracy of those results.

Lack of clarity between postdiction and prediction provides the opportunity to select, rationalize, and report tests that maximize reward over accuracy. Moreover, good intentions are not sufficient to overcome the fallibility of memory, motivated reasoning, and cognitive biases that can occur outside of conscious awareness or control (22–26). Researchers may design a study to investigate one question and, upon observing the outcomes, misremember the original purposes as more aligned with what was observed. Researchers may genuinely believe that they would have predicted, or even that they did predict, the outcomes as observed (22). Researchers may employ confirmation bias by seeking evidence consistent with their expectations and finding fault or ignoring evidence that is inconsistent with their expectations (24). These reasoning challenges are exacerbated by the misuse of common tools of statistical inference to provide false comfort about the reliability of evidence.

**Standard Tools of Statistical Inference Assume Prediction**

Null hypothesis significance testing (NHST) is designed for prediction—testing hypotheses—not for postdiction—generating hypotheses (6, 27). The pervasiveness in many disciplines of NHST and its primary statistic, the \( P \) value, implies either that most research is prediction or that postdiction is frequently mistaken as prediction with errant application of NHST. [This paper focuses on NHST because of its pervasive use (e.g., refs. 28 and 29). The opportunities and challenges discussed are somewhat different with other statistical approaches, such as Bayesian methods. However, no statistical method on its own avoids researcher opportunity for flexibility in analytical decisions, such as exclusion criteria or the creation of variables (30,)].

In NHST, one usually compares a null hypothesis of no relationship among the variables and an alternate hypothesis in which the variables are related. Data are then observed that lead to rejection or not of the null hypothesis. Rejection of the null hypothesis at \( P < 0.05 \) is a claim about the likelihood that data as extreme or more extreme than the observed data would have occurred if the null hypothesis were true. It is underappreciated that the presence of “hypothesis testing” in the name of NHST is consequential for constraining its appropriate use to testing predictions. The diagnosticity of a \( P \) value is partly contingent on knowing how many tests were performed (27). Deciding that a given \( P < 0.05 \) result is unlikely, and therefore evidence against the null hypothesis, is very different if it was the only test conducted versus one of 20, 200, or 2,000 tests. [Notably, \( P \) values near 0.05 are not actually very unlikely in typical research practices (31), leading some researchers to recommend 0.005 as a more stringent criterion for claiming “significance” (32).]

If there were only one inference test to perform and only one way to conduct that test, then the \( P \) value is diagnostic about its intended likelihood. It is not hyperbole to say that this almost never occurs. Even in the simplest studies, there is more than one way to perform the statistical inference test. For example, researchers must decide whether any observations should be excluded from the analysis, whether any measures should be transformed or combined, and whether any other variables should be included in the model as covariates.

Correcting the diagnosticity of \( P \) values for the number of tests that were actually conducted is relatively straightforward (33, 34), although inconsistently—even rarely—applied in practice (35, 36). However, counting the literal performance of statistical tests is not sufficient to account for how observing the data can influence the selection of tests to conduct. Gelman and Loken (37) refer to the problem as the garden of forking paths. There are a vast number of choices for analyzing data that could be made. If those choices are made during analysis, observing the data may make selecting some paths more likely and others less likely. By the end, it may be impossible to estimate the paths that could have been selected if the data had looked different or if analytic decisions were influenced by hindsight, confirmation, and outcome biases. This leaves the observed \( P \) values with unknown diagnosticity, rendering them uninterpretable. In other words, NHST cannot be used with confidence for postdiction.

In prediction, the problem of forking paths is avoided because the analytic pipeline is specified before observing the data. As such, with correction for the number of tests conducted, \( P \) values retain their diagnosticity. In postdiction, analytic decisions are influenced by the observed data, creating the forking paths. The researcher is exploring the data to discover what is possible. The data help generate, not test, new questions and hypotheses.

The problem of failing to distinguish between postdiction and prediction is vastly underestimated in practice. Researchers may conduct lots of studies and test many possible relationships. Even if there are no relationships to find, some of those tests will elicit appealing evidence—false positives—by chance. Researchers selectively report positive results more frequently than negative results, then the likelihood of false positives will increase (38–40). Moreover, researchers have substantial degrees of freedom to conduct many different tests, and selection of those that yield positive results over those that yield negative results will increase the likelihood of attractive results at the expense of accuracy (30, 41, 42).

If researchers are clear about when they are in prediction and postdiction modes of research, then the benefits (and limits) of statistical inference will be preserved. However, with means, motive, and opportunity to misperceive postdiction as prediction and to selectively rationalize and report a biased subset of outcomes, researchers are prone to false confidence in evidence. Preregistration is a solution that helps researchers maintain clarity between prediction and postdiction and preserve accurate calibration of evidence.

**Preregistration Distinguishes Prediction and Postdiction**

Preregistration of an analysis plan is committing to analytic steps without advance knowledge of the research outcomes. That commitment is usually accomplished by posting the analysis plan to an independent registry such as https://clinicaltrials.gov/ or https://osf.io/. The registry preserves the preregistration and makes it discoverable, sometimes after an embargo period. With preregistration, prediction is achieved because selection of tests is not influenced by the observed data, and all conducted tests
are knowable. The analysis plan provides constraint to specify how the data will be used to confront the research questions.

In principle, inferences from preregistered analyses will be more reproducible than NHST analyses that were not preregistered because the relation between the analysis choices and findings cannot be influenced by motivation, memory, or reasoning biases. We say “in principle” because the case for preregistration is theoretically strong as a matter of inductive inference and empirically bolstered by some correlational evidence. However, there is not yet sufficient experimental evidence establishing its superiority for reproducibility. Correlational evidence suggests that hypothesizing in advance relates to increased replicability (11). Further, preregistration is correlated with outcomes that suggest reduced publication or reporting biases. For example, Kaplan and Irvin (43) observed a dramatic drop in the rate of positive results following the requirement to preregister primary outcomes in a sample of clinical trials. The benefits of preregistration are lost if researchers do not follow the preregistrations (44, 45). However, there is evidence that preregistration makes it possible to detect and possibly correct selection and reporting biases (e.g., compare-trials.org). Franco et al. (38) observed that 40% of published papers in their sample of preregistered studies failed to report one or more of the experimental manipulations (treatment conditions), and 70% of published papers failed to report one or more of the outcome variables. Moreover, there was substantial selection bias in outcomes that were reported in papers included in the study (96% of consistently significant findings included in published articles) versus those that were left out (65% of null effects not included in published articles).

Formally speaking, analyses conducted on the data that are not part of the preregistration inform postdiction. In principle, preregistration can establish a bright line between prediction and postdiction. This preserves the diagnosticity of NHST inference for predictions and clarifies the role of postdiction for generating possible explanations to test as predictions in the future. In practice, there are challenges for implementing preregistration and maintaining a clear distinction between prediction and postdiction. Nevertheless, there are opportunities to benefit from preregistration even when the idealistic bright line cannot be achieved.

**Preregistration in Practice**

Preregistration does not favor prediction over postdiction; its purpose is to make clear which is which. There are practical challenges for effective integration of preregistration in many areas of research. We first describe the ideal preregistration and then address some of the practical challenges.

**The Ideal.** The idealized scenario for preregistration follows the simplified model of research taught in elementary school. A scientist makes observations in the world and generates a research question or hypothesis from those observations. A study design and analysis plan are created to evaluate that question. Then data are collected according to the design and analyzed according to the analysis plan. This confronts the hypothesis by testing whether it predicts the outcomes of the experiment. Following that, the researcher might explore the data for potential discoveries that generate hypotheses or potential explanations after the fact. The most interesting postdictions are then converted into predictions for designing the next study and the cycle repeats. In this idealized model, preregistration adds very little burden—the researcher just posts the study design and analysis plan to an independent registry before observing the data and then reports the outcomes of the analysis according to that plan. However, the idealized model is a simplification of how research actually occurs.

**Challenge 1: Changes to Procedure During Study Administration.** Sometimes the best laid plans are difficult to achieve. Jolene preregisters an experimental design using human infants as participants. She plans to collect 100 observations. Data collection is difficult. She can only get 60 parents to bring their infants to her laboratory. She also discovers that some infants fall asleep during study administration. She had not thought of this in advance; the preregistered analysis plan does not exclude sleeping babies.

**Challenge 2: Discovery of Assumption Violations During Analysis.** During analysis, Courtney discovers that one of her variables has a ceiling effect and another is not normally distributed. These violate the assumptions of her preregistered tests. Violations like these cannot be identified until observing the data. Nevertheless, multiple strategies are available to address contingencies in data analytic methods without undermining diagnosticity of statistical inference.

For some kinds of analysis, it is possible to define stages and preregister incrementally. For example, a researcher could define a preregistration of expectations for determining data exclusions, transformations, and appropriate model assumptions that do not reveal anything about the research outcomes. After that, the researcher preregisters the model most appropriate for the outcomes of interest. Effective application of sequential preregistration is difficult in many research applications. If an earlier stage reveals information about outcomes to be tested at a subsequent stage, then the preregistration is compromised.

A more robust option is to blind the dataset by scrambling some of the observations so that distributional forms are still retained, but there is no way to know the actual outcomes until the dataset is unblinded (47, 48). Researchers can then address outliers and modeling assumptions without revealing the outcomes. Blinding can be difficult to achieve in practice, depending on the nature of the dataset and outcomes of interest.

Another method is to preregister a decision tree. The decision tree defines the sequence of tests and decision rules at each stage of the sequence. For example, the decision tree might specify testing a normality assumption and, depending on the outcome, selection of either a parametric or nonparametric test. A decision tree is particularly useful when the range of possible analyses is easily described. However, it is possible to preregister biases into decision trees. For example, one could preregister testing a sequence of exclusion rules and stopping when one achieves $P < 0.05$. On the positive side, this misbehavior is highly detectable; on the negative side, it invalidates the diagnosticity of statistical inference. Preregistration does not eliminate the possibility of poor statistical practices, but it does make them detectable.
A final option is to establish standard operating procedures (SOPs) that accompany one or many preregistrations. SOPs describe decision rules for handling observed data (49) and have more general application than a decision tree. SOPs are likely to be effective for areas of research with common modeling approaches with many data treatment decisions. Also, SOPs can be shared across many investigations to promote standards for data analysis. SOPs have the same risks as decision trees of building in biasing influences, but those are detectable and avoidable. SOPs sometimes emerge as community norms or evidence-based best practices, such as in the standards of evidence to claim auto-phagy (50) or the analysis pipeline for the Implicit Association Test (51). Development of community norms requires deliberate effort and consensus building, but the benefits for fostering de facto preregistration are substantial if the community adheres to the standards.

**Challenge 3: Data Are Preexisting.** Ian uses data provided by others to conduct his research. In most cases, he does not know what variables and data are available to analyze until after data collection is complete. This makes it difficult to preregister according to the idealized model.

The extent to which testing predictions is possible on preexisting data depends on whether decisions about the analysis plan are blind to the data. "Pure" preregistration is still possible if no one has observed the data. For example, a paleontologist can test predictions about what will be observed from fossils yet to be discovered, and an economist can create predictions of government data that exist but have not been released. However, once the data have been observed, there are inevitable risks for blinding. Questions to ask include: “Who has observed the data?” and “What observations, summaries, or findings have been communicated, and to whom?” A researcher could test predictions using a dataset that has been examined by hundreds of others if the new analyst is entirely blind to what others have observed and reported. However, there are lots of ways—direct and indirect—to be influenced by observed data. If the new analyst reads a summary report of the dataset or receives advice on how to approach the dataset by prior analysts, decisions might be undesirably influenced. Likewise, knowing some outcomes might influence decisions, even if the analysis is on different variables and parameters for the protocol, and the preregistrations document which parameters will be changed or manipulated for each successive experiment.

In some cases, data acquisition is so simple that any documentation process interferes with efficiency. In such scenarios, researchers can achieve confirmatory research via replication. All initial experiments are treated as exploratory research. When something of interest is observed, then the initial design and analysis script become the preregistration for testing a prediction by running the experiment again. Easy data acquisition is a gift for rapidly establishing the reproducibility of findings.

**Challenge 4: Longitudinal Studies and Large, Multivariate Datasets.**

Lily leads a massive project that makes yearly observations of many variables over a 20-y period. Members of her laboratory group conduct dozens of investigations with this large dataset, producing a few papers each year. Lily could not have preregistered the entire design and analysis plan for all future papers at project onset. Moreover, the longitudinal design amplifies the challenges of preexisting data and changes to protocols after preregistration (52, 53).

Solutions to the first three challenges also apply to this scenario, but longitudinal data collection provides some additional opportunities. Each year, some variables are newly observed. Preregistrations in advance of the new observations gain some benefits of blinding. The limitations of this are the same as with correlated variables in large, multivariate datasets. If variables at unobserved time t + 1 are highly likely to be correlated with variables at observed time t, then blinding could be weakened. Likewise, the effective blinding of a particular statistical test depends, in part, on what proportion of the relevant data have been observed. Nevertheless, partial blinding via preregistration offers more protection than no blinding at all.

**Challenge 5: Many Experiments.** Natalie’s laboratory acquires data quickly, sometimes running multiple experiments per week. The notion of preregistering every experiment seems highly burdensome for their efficient workflow.

Teams that run many experiments are often doing so in the context of a methodological paradigm in which each experiment varies some key aspects of a common procedure. In this situation, preregistration can be as efficient as the design of the experiments themselves. A preregistration template defines the variables and parameters for the protocol, and the preregistrations document which parameters will be changed or manipulated for each successive experiment.

In some cases, data acquisition is so simple that any documentation process interferes with efficiency. In such scenarios, researchers can achieve confirmatory research via replication. All initial experiments are treated as exploratory research. When something of interest is observed, then the initial design and analysis script become the preregistration for testing a prediction by running the experiment again. Easy data acquisition is a gift for rapidly establishing the reproducibility of findings.

**Challenge 6: A Program of Research.**

Brandon’s area of research is high risk and most research outcomes are null results. Every once in a while he gets a positive result, and the implications are huge. As long as he preregisters everything, Brandon can be confident in his statistical inference, right? Not necessarily. Imagine, for example, that Brandon gets a positive result once every 20 tries. Even though every experiment is preregistered, the aggregate program of research, it is plausible that the positive results are occurring by chance.

This example illustrates another key element of preregistration. Not only is it essential that the analysis plan be defined blind to the research outcomes, all outcomes of that analysis plan must be reported to avoid the problem of selective reporting. Transparent reporting that 1 in 20 experiments or 1 in 20 analyses yielded a positive result will help researchers identify the one as a likely false positive. If the one hit is tantalizing, replication facilitates confidence in the observed effect. Preregistration does not eliminate the challenge of multiple comparisons or selective reporting across studies, but it does make it possible to effectively correct for multiple comparisons with full reporting. Achieving this benefit requires that preregistrations and the results of the analysis plans are permanently preserved and accessible for review.

**Challenge 7: Few a Priori Expectations.**

Matt does not perceive that preregistration is of use to him because he considers his research to be discovery science. In most cases, his group wades into new problems with very little idea of what direction it will go and the outcomes they observe send them in new directions.

It is common to begin a research program with few predictions. It is less common for research to remain entirely exploratory through a sequence of studies and authoring of a paper. If the data are used to generate hypotheses rather than claiming...
evidence for those hypotheses, then the paper may be appropriately embracing post hoc explanation to open and test new areas of inquiry. However, there are reasons to believe that sometimes postdiction is recast—wittingly or unwittingly—as prediction. Indeed, the ubiquity of NHST in some fields implies that researchers are mostly testing predictions or that they are misusing NHST to develop support for postdictions. In exploratory or discovery research, $P$ values have unknown diagnosticity, and their use can falsely imply testing rather than generating hypotheses. Preserving the diagnosticity of $P$ values means reporting them only when testing predictions.

Part of the problem is that researchers are incentivized to present postdictions and exploratory results as if they had expected them in advance. Hindsight bias illustrates the folly of this approach. Discovery science is vitally important for identifying new avenues of what is possible. However, dressing up discovery as tests of theoretical predictions undermines the credibility of all science by making it impossible to distinguish hypothesis generation from hypothesis testing and, consequently, calibrate the uncertainty of available evidence.

Preregistration benefits both exploratory research and testing predictions during the iterative research process. Following tests of predictions, data can be explored without constraint for discoveries that might guide planning for the next experiment. Some discoveries will result in predictions worth testing. This iteration can continue until studies are sealed with a simple analysis plan and is then mostly used for exploratory analysis to generate predictions that form the basis of a preregistration for a second study. It is also possible to embrace discovery in a single large study and have some hypothesis testing of interesting possibilities. In a process known as cross-validation, the dataset is split in two. One part is used for exploratory analysis to develop the models and predictions; the other part is sealed until exploration is complete (54). Sealing a dataset and preregistering the outcomes of the discovery process before unsealing converts postdictions from the initial dataset to predictions for the holdout dataset.

Some research scenarios involve few clear predictions, and it is difficult to collect enough data for splitting the dataset. Unfortunately, there is no magical solution. The rules of statistical inference have no empathy for how hard it is to acquire the data. When data collection is difficult, progress will be slower. For some domains, the questions are important enough to pursue despite the slower progress.

**Challenge 8: Competing Predictions.** Rusty and Melanie are collaborating on a project in which they agree on the study design and analysis plan, but they have competing predictions about what will occur because of their distinct theoretical orientations. This situation is not actually a challenge for preregistration. In fact, it has desirable characteristics that can lead to strong inference for favoring one theory over another (55). Prediction research can hold multiple predictions simultaneously. The key for effective classical inference is to have well-defined questions and an analysis plan that tests those questions.

**Challenge 9: Narrative Inferences and Conclusions.** Alexandra preregistered her study, reported all of the preregistered outcomes, and clearly distinguished the outcomes of tested predictions and the postdictions generated from the data. Some of her tested predictions yielded more interesting or notable results than others. Naturally, her narrative focused on just positive results statistically by applying alpha corrections like Bonferroni (56) such that narrative focus on just positive results is not associated with inflating likelihood of false positives. But selective attention and interpretation can occur, and it is difficult to address this statistically.

Preregistration does not prevent authors or readers taking narrative license to deviate from what is justified from the evidence. How a paper is used as evidence for a phenomenon may be influenced by its qualitative interpretations and conclusions beyond the quantitative evidence. An unwise solution would remove narrative structure and interpretation from scientific papers. Interpretation and narrative conclusions are an important stimulus in the development of theory. The originator of evidence and interpretation has one view of the data and its implications, but, with transparency, other views and interpretations can be applied. Those distinct interpretations of the same statistical evidence are a feature of science as a decentralized community activity of independent observers. The influence of selective inference is detectable and addressable only with transparency of the research process.

**Making Preregistration the Norm.** Despite its value for transparency, rigor, and reproducibility, the prevalence of preregistration is only just starting to emerge in basic, preclinical, and applied research. However, just as the present culture provides means (reasoning biases and misuse of statistics), motive (publication), and opportunity (no a priori commitments to predictions) for dysfunctional research practices, the culture is shifting to provide means, motive, and opportunity for rigor and robustness of research practices via preregistration.

**Advancing the Means for Preregistration.** A substantial barrier to preregistration is insufficient or ineffective training of good statistical and methodological practices. Most researchers embrace the norms of science and aim to do the most rigorous work that they can (57). Those values are advanced with education and resources for effective preregistration in one’s research domain. The reference list for this review provides a starting point, and there are some education modules available online to facilitate preregistration planning: for example, online courses (https://www.coursera.org/specializations/statistics), instructional guides (help.osf.io), and collections of preregistration templates (https://osf.io/6q7nm/), and criteria established for preregistration badge credentials (https://osf.io/6q7nm/).

Researchers are familiar with many aspects of preregistration already because they occur in other common research practices. For example, grant applications sometimes require specification of the proposed methodology. Funding agencies are recognizing the value of requiring more rigorous specification of the design and analysis plans—potentially achieving sufficient detail to become a preregistration. Also, research domains that require submission for ethics review for research on humans or animals must specify some of the research methodology before conducting the research. It is only a few additional steps to incorporate analysis plans to achieve an effective preregistration. Finally, thesis proposals for students often require comprehensive design and analysis plans that can easily become preregistrations. Extending these common practices will enable many researchers to preregister their work with small steps from existing practices.

**Advancing the Motive for Preregistration.** If researchers behave exclusively according to their ideals, then education about the value and appropriate use of preregistration might be sufficient for adoption. But relying on ideals is not sufficient. Researchers are sensitive to the incentives that increase their likelihood of obtaining jobs, grants, publications, and awards. The existing culture has had
relatively weak incentives for research rigor and reproducibility, but this is changing. Preregistration is required by US law for clinical trials and is necessary to be published in journals that adhere to the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors policy (www.icmje.org/recommendations/browse/publishing-and-editorial-issues/clinical-trial-registration.html), which specifies only rare exceptions for work that was not preregistered. (The standards for preregistration in clinical trials do not yet require comprehensive specification of analysis plans, although they do require identification of primary and secondary outcome variables.) Beyond clinical trials, thousands of journals and a number of funders are signatories to the Transparency and Openness Promotion (TOP) Guidelines (https://cos.io/our-services/top-guidelines/) that define standards for transparency and reproducibility, including preregistration. As journals and funders begin to adopt expectations for preregistration, researchers’ behavior will follow. Also, some journals have adopted badges for preregistration as incentives for authors to get credit for having preregistered with explicit designation on the published article. It is possible that such incentives will become nearly as effective as badges for open data, which were associated with more than a 10-fold increase in data sharing in an initial test (58).

Other efforts incorporate incentives for preregistration into the publishing process. The Preregistration Challenge (https://cos.io/prereg/) offers one thousand $1,000 awards to researchers that publish the results of a preregistered study (see also https://www.erpc2016.com/). A publishing model called Registered Reports (https://cos.io/rr/) is offered by dozens of journals to facilitate preregistration (59, 60). With Registered Reports, authors submit their research question and methodology to the journal for peer review before observing the outcomes of the research. If reviewers agree that the question is sufficiently important and the methodology to test it is of sufficiently high quality, then the paper is given in-principle acceptance. The researchers then carry out the study and submit the final report to the journal. At second-stage review, reviewers do not evaluate the perceived importance of the outcomes. Rather, they evaluate the quality of study execution and adherence to the preregistered plan. In addition to the benefits of preregistration, this workflow addresses selective reporting of results and facilitates improving research designs during the peer review process.

Beyond the intrinsic value of preregistration for the quality of research, these initiatives are shifting the incentives for researchers’ career interests to be more aligned with preregistration as a standard activity. Already, there is evidence of some cultural shift. For example, there are more than 8,000 preregistrations on the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/) for research across all areas of science.

Advancing the Opportunity for Preregistration. Existing domain-specific and domain-general registries make it possible for researchers in any discipline to preregister their research. The World Health Organization maintains a list of registries by nation or region (www.who.int/ictrp/network/primary/en/), such as the largest existing registry, https://clinicaltrials.gov/. While focused on clinical trials in biomedicine, many of these registries offer flexibility to register other kinds of research. The AEA RCT Registry, the American Economic Association’s registry for randomized controlled trials (https://www.socialscienceregistry.org), the Registry for International Development Impact Evaluations (RIDIE) Registry (ridie.3ieimpact.org), and the Evidence in Governance and Politics (EGAP) Registry (egap.org/content/registration) are registries for economics and political science research. The Open Science Framework (OSF) (https://osf.io/) is a domain-general registry service that provides multiple formats for preregistration (https://osf.io/registries/), including the flexible and relatively comprehensive Preregistration Challenge format (https://osf.io/prereg/). Finally, the website https://aspredicted.org/ provides a simple form for preregistration, but it is not itself a registry because users can keep their completed forms private forever and selectively report preregistrations. However, researchers can post completed forms to a registry to meet the preservation and transparency standards. These steps on education, incentives, and services above anticipate growth in preregistration and the emergence of a research literature about preregistration to identify its strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities for improvement.

What Scientific Research Looks Like When Preregistration Is Pervasive

Pervasive preregistration is distant but achievable. When it occurs, generating possible discoveries and testing clear predictions will both be valued and distinctly labeled. Exploratory analyses and postdiction will be understood as generative events to identify what is possible, encouraging follow-up research testing predictions to identify what is likely. The decline of selective reporting across and within studies will increase the credibility of research evidence. To get there, the research community must solve the challenge of coordinated action in a decentralized system. All stakeholders in science must embrace their role in shaping the research incentives for career advancement and nudge those incentives so that what is good for science and what is good for the scientist are the same thing.

Conclusion

Sometimes researchers use existing observations of nature to generate ideas about how the world works. This is called postdiction. Other times, researchers have an idea about how the world works and make new observations to test whether that idea is a reasonable explanation. This is called prediction. To make confident inferences, it is important to know which is which. Preregistration solves this challenge by requiring researchers to state how they will analyze the data before they observe it, allowing them to confront a prediction with the possibility of being wrong. Preregistration improves the interpretability and credibility of research findings.
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